
Aspire Academy 

A visionary institute, since 2004 Aspire Academy has been developing the champions of tomorrow by 

educating the young athletes of today. With facilities, teachers and equipment that surpass the highest 

international standards, including the world’s largest indoor sports dome and a comprehensive sports 

education programme, the Academy is laying a foundation on which greatness will be built.   

 

Aspire Dome  

A sporting oasis in the middle of the desert, Aspire Dome reaches new heights as the largest indoor 

sporting facility in the world. Built in 2004 to serve Aspire Academy and housing multiple full-size sports 

pitches, arenas and stadiums, plus space for up to 15000 spectators, the Dome perfectly combines 

functional supremacy with aesthetic brilliance. 

 

Aspetar   

An expert team of physicians, cutting-edge facilities, and service excellence make Aspetar Orthopaedic 

and Sports Medicine Hospital a magnet for athletes seeking the most comprehensive injury care. The 5 

storey, 23,000m2 hospital is the first of its kind in the Middle East, and has every amenity needed to aid 

athlete recovery, and to strengthen career longevity.  

 

Khalifa Stadium 

Qatar’s original sports stadium, constructed in 1976, has recently been transformed into a stunning 

modern venue that is home to Qatar’s national football team. Complete with distinctive arches that 

accent the Doha skyline and, come nightfall, crown the stadium in lights, Khalifa Stadium has an 

enhanced capacity of 50,000 spectators and hosts major sporting events from football to athletics. 

 

The Torch Hotel  

Standing 300 metres above the city, and with 360° panoramic views, the Torch Hotel is the shining 

beacon of the Aspire Zone, and the tallest hotel in Doha. Built in 2006 to display the flame of the Asian 

Games, the Torch Hotel is now a majestic symbol of Qatar’s sporting heritage, and an illuminated icon of 

the city, in which discerning travellers can stay. 
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Hamad Aquatic Centre  

The incredible facilities at Hamad Aquatic Centre breathe new life into aquatic sports in Qatar. Built over 

5 floors and able to hold 4500 spectators, the ultramodern building also resembles a stylised ship, 

floating in the waters of Aspire Zone. As well as frequently hosting world championships, the Centre is 

also open for the public to enjoy; making it integral to aquatic sports in Qatar.   

 

Aspire Mosque  

A dynamic, fluid design expresses a feeling of movement and action, connecting Aspire Mosque to the 

Sports Zone in which it stands. The space beyond the aluminium clad stainless steel doors welcomes up 

to 700 men and 150 women for prayer, harmoniously uniting sports and worship through magnificent 

architectural finishes.  

 

National Teams Club  

At the heart of the Aspire Zone stands the curvilinear triumph of the National Teams Club, where the 

sporting spirit of the nation is fostered. A shimmering glass façade holds everything Qatar’s national 

football team needs. From interactive space for coaching, to seven football pitches within easy reach, to 

a multitude of other facilities, here is where they train to win.  

 

Ladies Sports Hall 

A shining jewel in the Aspire Zone crown, the Ladies Sports Hall is the destination for female sporting 

events. Frequently used to host court sports from basketball to volleyball, the Sports Hall has separate 

warm-up facilities for athletes and space for more than 2000 spectators. Alongside the Ladies Club, the 

Sports Hall stands in celebration of female sports in Qatar.    

 

Ladies Club  

Exclusive and yet inclusive, the Ladies club is the first of its kind in Qatar. The contemporary design of 

the Club reflects the modern indoor and outdoor facilities, including swimming pools, tennis courts, a 

library, and a health spa. Serving the recreational needs of all women, the Ladies Club empowers them 

to participate in sports through a safe and secure environment. 
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Aspire HQ Building  

The custodian of the expansive Aspire Zone, Aspire HQ encompasses the Aspire Logistics unit as well, 

making it one of the most influential and innovative sport service providers in the Gulf region. From 

these Head Quarters the other Aspire buildings and sporting events are managed, and the architecture 

is representative of this scope of power and professional service. 

 

Anti-doping Lab Qatar   

A spirit of integrity permeates the striking 3 storey Anti-doping Lab Qatar (ADLQ), as researchers use 

cutting-edge facilities to test and eliminate drug use in sport. With day wards for physiological, vascular, 

pharmacokinetic and neurological research too, the ADLQ works in collaboration with the whole Aspire 

Zone to make all sports fairer and to ensure safety for participants.  

 

Grand Heritage Hotel 

In the centre of the Aspire Zone sits a vision of Victorian elegance. The impressive Grand Heritage Hotel 

and Spa elevates the senses with rejuvenating treatments, inimitable dining experiences, and 

personalised services. Designed in a neo-Victorian style, the hotel fosters a unique ambience whilst 

offering luxury and unparalleled excellence throughout.   

 

Wooden Buildings (Burgerry, Aspire Café, Aspire Grand Café)  

Nestled amongst the copious community facilities in Aspire Park, the Burgerry restaurant, Aspire Café, 

and Aspire Grand Café were all constructed from recycled materials, including used wooden electrical 

posts. By embracing ecologically sound materials, Aspire is leading the way for a sustainable future and 

committing to servicing the community for many generations to come. 
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